TORMAX USA Inc.

IMOTION 1302 OHC SWING DOOR OPERATOR
SINGLE UNIT RIGHT HAND OUTSWING

JOB NAME: ____________________________ DATE: ____________________________
DOOR LOCATION: ______________________ DOOR NO: ______ SHEET ______ OF ______

1. VERTICAL SECTION
   - ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
   - ALTA MOTION SENSOR
   - BOTTOM LOAD ACCESS COVER
   - DOOR ARM MIN. 3/4"(19) WEB DEPTH
   - FIXED DOOR STOP
   - QUADSCAN PRESENCE SENSORS

2. HORIZONTAL SECTION
   - 1" FINGERGUARD
   - QUADSCAN APPROACH SIDE PRESENCE SENSOR
   - IMOTION 1302 OHC HEADER CASE
   - QUADSCAN SWING SIDE PRESENCE SENSOR

NOTES:
1. DETAILS NOT TO SCALE.
2. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS:
   120VAC, 5AMPS MIN. TO OPERATOR
   BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.
3. DOORS, FRAMES AND HARDWARE BY OTHERS.
4. 32" CLEAR DOOR OPENING REQUIRED TO MEET A.D.A. REQUIREMENTS.
5. DOORS MUST BE NON-LATCHED FOR PROPER OPERATION.